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J

uly, the height of summer: the sheep
are now hot and bothered, laid under
peat haggs or in the shady ghylls,
sweating out the baking hot days.
The children are restless, just willing
the summer holidays to begin so they
can get on with the important business
of camping, swimming, horse riding

and, hopefully, a bit of wool wrapping
and haymaking (vocational training via
stealth).
It has not been wall-to-wall sunshine
as, unfortunately, the weather has been a
little changeable this week; hot and then
showery, it has left us in a quandary as to
what to do for the best: clip sheep or cut the
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grass? This isn’t just a question of mowing
the lawn – we are talking about a hundred
acres or so of winter feed for the sheep,
cows and horses – so it’s imperative that
we do the job well. Usually, on a day-today basis, just looking out of the window
will govern what we do. We can alter our
plans accordingly but, unfortunately,
when it comes to making hay, not only do
we need the sunshine, we need it to keep
shining day after day.
We are lucky enough to live in our own
little enclave, away from it all and, therefore,
don’t particularly get to see what neigh-

“My extremities are riddled
with bites from voracious
midges and horseflies”
bouring farmers are doing but, unfortunately, the children keep us well informed
as to what is going on down the dale from
observations out of the school-bus window. A progress report on what everybody
else is doing can lead us to make some rash
decisions based purely on the assumption
that they know something we don’t. It is
like Chinese whispers on a grand scale.
Once upon a time everyone was
reliant on the weekly long-range weather
forecast broadcast on a Sunday but with
the advent of modern technology we can
have wall-to-wall weather reports. I study
the local forecast on my iPad; Clive looks
at his phone – it doesn’t work, there’s no
reception and nobody ever rings him
anyway, or so he says – but what he can
do is log on to the internet and look at a
Met Office weather app. “It’s gonna rain,”
I say. “Dry week,” he says. Conflicting
information certainly, but we come to a
mutual agreement that it’s all in the lap
of the gods and opt to mow a little bit of

grass and gather in a few sheep to clip, too.
So, what follows, are days of clipping the
sheep and loading and shifting hay bales. It
is all backbreaking hard work and my knees
and forearms are scuffed and scratched
from loading bales on to a flat trailer. My
extremities are riddled with bites from
the voracious midges and horseflies that
plagued us every morning and evening
and, as for my hands, rough doesn’t even
cover it, splinters from thorns and blisters
from the baler twine cutting in. As for
intermittent encounters with the sheep,
ridding them of their fleecy coats should
be a perfect cure for my gnarled hands but
the lanolin does nothing but make them
sting like the devil. Nevertheless, it is all
worth the physical toil, for the end result
of our endeavours is a triumph.
Turning the super-white, freshly shorn
and marked sheep back to the moor after
tea is a satisfying task; they always seem to
return to their heafs with a fresh spring
in their step. The children, too, are keen
to be involved and we are never short of
volunteers to accompany us to the moor
gate. They will always jolly up the occasion
with their antics en route, impromptu
cartwheels and handstands, while the
sheepdogs weave back and forth chivvying
along any sheep that dare to dally.
On one such evening, as the children
and I stood at the gate and took a moment
to admire the sun-kissed moortops of
Swaledale, Edith declared (in what I
hoped was to be a pivotal moment of selfawareness) that she believed that she was
“just like you, Mum”.
I smiled at her as she stood holding a
crook, my sheepdog at her side. Pleased, I
nodded. The bubble of pride burst when
she continued. “Cos I’ve got snot on t’ end
o’ mi snout,” she added with aplomb. M

